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Abstract

The evolution generated by general dissipative Ha»

miltonians ia analyzed when a stochastic forca ia included» A map*

ping technique allows to easily write the equations of motion for

the observables of interest, A general dissipativity condition ia

extracted, whose fullfilment guarantees that thermal equilibrium

is reached aa the final stage of the evolution» Several existing

frictional Hamiltonians are examined and it is seen that the cor*

relation of the fluctuating force is essential to the destruction

of a constant of motion inherent to pure quantal behaviour*' '"" '
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1. Introduction

Studies of Fractional motion encounter a uiide field

of application in Nuclear Physics, especially with the observation

of dissipative processes in Deep Inelastic Collisions and their

1 2)earliest treatments using transport equations ' . Also in Quantum

3 A)
Optics this subject awakes considerable interest ' ' and leads to

questions usually formulated by means of transport-like equations.

One of the current approaches to the problem con-

sists of postulating some frictional Hamiltonians in order to simu

late the coupling between the coordinate of interest, generally a

collective mode, and the dissipative enviroment. For recent reviews

about this subject we refer the reader to refs. ' . Under the

assumptions of zero temperature of the reservoir the related SchrJS

dinger equations have been investigated with the help of the cons-

7-9)

tants of motion technique ' and it has been found that they pos-

sess two complete sets of quasistationary solutions besides the

Gaussian wave-packet (which, indeed, should be the only physically

acceptable solution). Those (spurious)quasistationary solutions are

related to the conservation of the generalized uncertainty rela-

tionship ' during the motion generated by a quadratic Hamiltonian.

One of these sets consists of harmonic oscillator (HO) - li!e wave
functions that move along the classical damped trajectory (Caus-

ed
sons) ' and the other is formed by all coherent states that cor-



g\

respond- to rigid displacements of the damped Gaussian wave-packet ;

The presence of these spurious solutions poses an extra ambiguity

upon these Hamiltonians whose fundamentation still reaains a Matter

of discussion.

It has been recently shown that complementing a par

ticular disaipative quadratic Hamiltonian (namely the one obtained

fro* the Lagrangian proposed by Caldirola, Kanai and Havas (CKH) in

order to reproduce the equation of motion of a classical particle

subject to a friction force proportional to the velocity) with a

stochastic potential, i.e., —3C Fit), makes room to considerations

not explicit in a pure quantal description '.In this work a map»

ping technique has been used to transform the Liouville-von Neumann

equation in a c-number Fokker-Planck one. This scheme permits a

straightforward derivation of the equations of motion for the first

and second moments of the semi-classical distribution function.

Therein the stochastic force has been assumed to have a Markovian

character; thus the asymptotic behaviour (t—+tm) of the energy

mean value and the product AXAf> turn out to be compatible with

the requirements of thermal equilibrium.

The aim of the present paper is to perform a detaH

ad study of the evolution generated by the most general quadratic
f

Hamilton!an containing a stochastic potential, specifying the equa,

tions of motion for the fluctuations, the total energy and the ge-

neralized uncertainty relationship. The search of asymptotic sta-

tionary solutions for these quantities allows to establish a



• pativity condition, namely a restriction upon the time-dependent

parameters of a Hamiltonian. The already existing frictional Ha-

miltonians provide particular realizations of the proposed treat-

ment and here receive special examination.

In section 2 me present the mapped Liouville-von

Neumann equation, distribution function and observables, we also

define the fluctuations, establish the relationship between the c-

number representation (Oi^Of4) and the coordinate-.Tiomentum one and

set the equations of motions for the quantities of interest. In

section 3 we examine the asymptotic behaviour of averages and flue

tuations and derive the dissipativity condition. Section 4 is devo£

ed to the exact solutions of the equations of motions of the 'CKH

Hamiltonian that are investigated in the light of the formulation

of section 3. Section 5 deals with some non linear frictional Ha-

miltonians and the final discussions and conclusions are presented

in section 6.

2. Fokker-Planck equation and mean values

In this section we carry out the derivation of the

semiclassical Fokker-Planck-like'equation that corresponds, under

a, mapping of operators upon c-numbers, to the full quantal evolu-

tion generated by an arbitrarily time-dependent quadratic Hamilto-

nian. The starting point is th» tiouville-von Neumann equation,
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where the Hamiltonian Is of the for*

-1 .V. M )

Here Q,(à^ are the usual nonhermitian boson operators associated

with the canonical pair X. and to by

4|> _a = \/-2üái. i H-

0*

and <ftr*(i) t Hfet'O ar* the coefficients of the expansions. The

first expression in (2.2) is more advantageous to u»ork out the

mapping upon cnumbers, since it involves a complex number and its

conjugate» The second one is, in general( more transparent from

the physical viewpoint regarding interpretation of expectation

values and fluctuation». The mapping procedure assume^ here '

consists pf associating a number K(**) to the operator &(&*{ f

it la legitimated in the fact that expectation values can be calcu

lated aa
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once the normal ordering of operators has been previously adopted.

The diatribution function in c-space is defined as

2C*V,±) - Tr
where o\ J is a formal Oirac ©-function. It should be kept in

mind that P(^*i*f|t) ia not a true probability distribution in the

apace of variables [rt*iO(j ; indeed it can take negative values.

Houpver, from the formal standpoint it plays the role of a proba-

bility density, since we can compute expectation values in the

usual manner,

and thu» eq. (2.4) holds.

The mapping of eq.(2.1), according to the rules in

dicated in ref. ', gives the general aquation of motion for

9**
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where T£(flíi ** "t) is tne mapped Hamiltonian,

eq. (2.7) is completely equivalent to eq. (2.9) in ref. '. Any

observable F^Q^fl^i) of the system of interest u/ill be mapped upon

a function /-F(«(,<*|t) ; consequently, the equation of motion for

the mean value reads,

= it,

We now specialize to the case of quadratic Hamilto-

nians (i.B., -([r* - O if f+/i is larger than 2). Taking explicitly

into account the hermiticity requirements, we consider -l{©i.sJlj/>= hi *

» and

The expression equivalent to (2*10) in the X-p representation is,
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and the relationship among the coefficients in (2.10) and (2.11)

can be found u/ith the help of eqs. (2.3) as follows,

— rip
^C f

The evolution under this Hamiltonian as given by

eq.(2.7) takes the particular form of a bidimensional Fokker-

Planck equation,

at

with the drift coefficient

and the diffusion coefficient
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Thus the relevant moments of the distribution x(o<r «r,t J are just

the first and second ones. Now we assume that the coefficients

"•Vil'̂ A a r B C Q n s t a n ^ 8 with respect to the distribution P(flT* rf A \ ,

while rVj can contain variables correlated to o( , U*- Mora specif

fically, we will consider the possibility of the system being acted

upon by a stochastic force. In this case, a linear term of the

form

is added to the Hamiltonian, where F(i)is a stochastic force,

being a real c-number and ff(i)is also a c-numbei, although a well

defined real function of time. Then we replace 4 M by 4k i — J *T y

jT(^)F(ir) wherever it appears. An extra useful assumption is

that a Markovian regime, implying that consecutive colisions be-

tween system and particles can only be correlated during a short

time as compared to macroscopic times. More specifically, we sup-

pose <F(O>= O while <F(OF(V)> •= id tf*(é) Ht-t')

were <(, . ̂  denotes the ensemble average.

The equations of motion of the first and second mo

ment are straightforwardly obtained by using eq.(2.9),
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<,»>. ita: <<«,> - ̂ « >

and their complex conjugates. Equivalently, for the first moments

we have

d-i d-t

where Xj b stand for the mean values. We point out that eqs.

(2.16) and (2.17) hold as well regardless of any time-dependence

of the coefficients J% and n .

Let us define the fluctuations,
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A *

and their counterparts in .the at-|> representation,

The relationship between the sets (2.IB) and (2.19) reads

1 ^ _

Now eqs. (2.16) give corresponding equations of oi£

tion for the fluctuations in (2,18)

its complex conjugate, and

A,
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finally, me obtain the equations of evolution for the fluctuations

in (2.19) as,

P<r (#.22

<p ~ -jLÚzff- *Wxx <r -tAdra) (222

and the coefficients nrj are those displayed in Bqs.(2.12).

We observe that the above set (2.22) is a nonhomogei

neous linear system (a feature that can be lost in the presence of

some nonlinear Hamiltonian). Its homogeneous contribution is that

encountered in usual treatments of wave-packets moving under qua-

dratic Hamiltonians ' , thB inhomogeneity here appears uihen

one performs an average with respect to a distribution in c-space,

i.e., when averaging in an ensemble. In particular, we remark that

the diffusion coefficient d in eq. (2.22b) originates in the cor-

relation of the stochastic force.

The uncertainty principle requires the generalized

uncertainty relationship U - J ^ y - 0 " to be greater or equal than

f) //f- , where L) is the determinant of the covariance matrix of

the c-space distribution JÍ.(A^ i, [\ . Alternatively, we can write,

using eqs. (2.20),

U = **(r»i ~ r.ir,,.)
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and from eqs. (2.22), it can be seen that its equation of motion

is

We are specifically interested in the evolution nf

a general, possibly time-dependent, HO (TDHO), whose mean energy,

with respect to the distribution L. , can be written as,

Here,3Co(t) is the equilibrium position, otherwise an arbitrary

function of time. We assume that, under the motion generated by

the Hamiltonian fi in eqs.(2.10), (2.11), E can be split into two

parts,

E = Eu •+ E-ff } (22(o)

where the classical contribution, £c£, is associated with the mean

trajectory (*i^) while the fluctuating term, £^l , depends upon

second moments. According to the given equations of motion we obtain

(2.21*)
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dlül

from where the total variation E follows.

3. Asymptotic behaviour of averaoee and fluctuations.

Bafore entering in a deteiled analyaie of the solu-

tions of the given equations of motion for some particular realiza,

tions of tha generator of tha evolution H, we examine the condition

for atationarity, i.e.» — (. ):0> Ltt ui start with eq.(2.17) :

thsy become an inhomogeneoue system,

(3.4.Í)

whose solutions ^*i* , btv ) exist provided that

A =
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If (3.2) is fulfilled, the asymptotic stationary values for the

mean variables X f p are

(If nx — n b ~ O stationary solutions exist provided A —o )• On

the right-hand side of eqs. (3.3), the values of the displayed

coefficients are to be taken at the limit t-*«> , whose existence

we implicitly assume. In particular, u/e recall that one of the re-

quirements to be satisfied by fi, if it is to be considered a diss^

pative generator of motion, is the vanishing of fj^ ano< *« "*•(•*')»

in this case the energy variation E becomes identical to the

fluctuating contribution £^( given in eq. (2.26b), that has to

vanish accordingly.

We now examine the s/stem (2.22) that becomes:
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Again, the coefficients on the left hand side must be taken at

£—»a> . Since the determinant vanishes, solutions can be found

only if ?f(<»)= O • This is a restriction upon the class of Hamilt£

nians amenable to this treatment; even though eqs. (3.3) give equ^

librium values, this is not sufficient to qualify the Kamiltonian

as a dissipative one. We can thus say that, the necessary and sujf

ficient condition for the existence of asymptotic stationary soĴ j

tions for mean values and fluctuations, when an ensemble averaging

has been performed, is that JUi*\, Y*(i) = ° in addition to limn.
t t»co-t-»co

and jíòw. 3Lit) =• X«(co) . The last two limits here, according to

eqs.(3.3), give definite relations among the asymptotic values of

the parameters of the Hamilionian.

If the dissipativity conditions are satisfied, we

see from eq.(2.24) that U*^—O . Then, U^t being a constant

allows us to meet a consistent solution for the system (3.4) that

reads

(3.

(3.SÍ)

— — »~taC
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Furthermore, equations (2.27) show that E$t vanisji

es as well and the corresponding limiting value for the energy is

As an illustration of this point, we consider the

case in which the asymptotic Hamiltonian \\ of eq.(2.11) coincides

with the stationary harmonic oscillator potential, i.e.,

nxfc ~~

JU

= o

we thus get,

If, moreover, u/e demanu this energy to be the thermal energy for

an oscillator in equilibrium with its surroundings at temperature

T, i.e.,
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we obtain,

from which the magnitudes of the thermal Fluctuations fallow,

= o .

We observe from (2.10) that the uncertainty principle is satisfied

in equilibrium, namely, Uji S z!L ^or any temperature.

4. A particular study: the CKH Hamiltonian

As an illustration of the general picture presented in

the preceding sections we will consider the CKH Hamiltonian which

has been investigated in ref. . Here we will specialize on the
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behaviour of the fluctuations and their limiting values, working

out the exact solutions of the diferential equations. The start-

ing point will be the Hamiltonian

A , * ,

H = — 2 •
DC •"

with constant coefficients and whose version in the Gl-GL+ repre-

sentation is

In this case, the canonical coordinate % and momentum X- do not

correspond to the geometrical position and to the mechanical mo-

men turn, x and |» , respectively; however they are related to each

other by the relations

A
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Correspondingly, the Hamiltonian does not represent the energy of

the system, it is the generator of evolution of a HQ performing

a brownian motion under a dissipative force represented by the

term — (Í X + X$) t °r equivalently * ^ (O*x- Q A ) , and a

stochastic force P(-t) here considered as a real c-number, without

any loss of physical content.

The equations of motion for the mean values of the

first moments, corresponding to system (2.17) becomes

ctt

Since the determinant given in (3.2) for the above set of equations

is nonvanishing, unless the oscillator is critically damped, tri-

vial stationary solutions exist as already noticed in the preced-

ing section. However these solutions are not asymptotic since for

arbitrary initial conditions X. and P» , the system of equations

can be straighforufardly integrated leading to

- (>
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where Id*1— W . — ^ /*/ is just the above mentioned determinant.

The quantities ati'O , Wf) do not vanish asymptotically for any ua

lue of tO as required for a dissipative generator of motion. How-

ever, this is not important, since the mean real position and mean

Mechanical momentum coincide with those of the motion of the clas-

sical damped oscillator, namely

and these are which satisfy the requirement for a dissipative Ha

miltonian.

The equations for the fluctuations are

/ <K 1. - » _ . * * * * <T» _J_ 1 ^J « ^ T

(T = - ">» t̂ ó
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This set of equations can be easily integrated, although the gene

ral form of the solutions is of limited interest; here we display

the expressions for the weak coupling limit -£. « 1 ,

= r.
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where lCo , Ço and (To are the initial values of the fluctuations

To obtain the dispersions of the physical values uie have to multi-

ply eqs. (4.8) by g ; the asymptotic values turn out to be,

tf -

where the superscript bk. stands for physical.

We must observe that the system of equations (4.7)

does not satisfy the general dissipativity condition discussed in

section 3, since the function ft(^} 0(~g does not vanish as t

This brings as a consequence that the solutions diverge as "£-*«»,

thus not possessing asymptote. . ODCB again, this turns out to be

unimportant since the canonical operators are not physically mean-

ingful, opposite to x. and f which exhibit the right way of ap-

proaching equilibrium. The generalized uncertainty relationship

for the physical fluctuations takes the form, in the weak coupling

limit,



JO)

Here we have used the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, which leads

to the well-defined relationship,

JLkT

From (4.10) we can notice that the limiting value (I is

ü í =

which coincides with the general expression (3.10). The time

tion of the mean energy thus leads to the thermal equilibrium va

lue giuen in (3.9).
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5. Nonlinear Hamiltonians

Some nonlinear realizations of the quadratic Hamilto

nian, that depend upon the lowest - lying moments of the damped

wave packet, are those introduced by Hasse ' and Kostin . Their

properties regarding the solutions of the SchrBdinger equation have

received considerable attention ' ' ' ' '. Here we examine their

behaviour in the light of the dissipativity conditions established

in section 3, assuming an additional stochastic force is present,

acting upon the damped oscillator.

The Hasse Hamiltonian, complemented with the random

force F(i) , takes the form,

A

(*'*)

Here éf-t) is an arbitrary function of time (see refs. ' ' 'for

examples) and X , b » are, in the SchrBdinger equation picture,

the first moments of the WSUB packet that evolve along a classical

damped trajectory. As we coherently overlap several of these damp-

ad wave functions to build up a distribution JL , the center of

the mixed state remain identical to that of the pure state compo-

nents. In other words, the c-numbers 41 and f» remain the overall
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expectation values of coordinate and momentum, considered as en-

semble averages.

The examination of the conditions for the existence

od stationary solutions leads us to the following. First, the set

of eqs. (3.1) gives

where A — 0l€) ~ w » *s nonvanishing, unless the system is criti-

cally damped, i.e. , tO.({) •= "\€(4r) f°r a°y time.Inspection of eqs.

(5.2) shows that the solution is *$^ — |>s.j. = o , these being the

asymptotic values for the solutions of the respective equations of

motion for -£ and 6 .

The corresponding equations of evolution for the

second moments read,

X = (536L)

(5.3
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The dissipativity condition extracted from eqs. (3.4), as a require

ment for the existence of constant values for the fluctuations at

very long times, ia JuO»\ fit) "* O . Sinca the fluctuation-dissipa^

tion theorem sets up, in this case, a proportionality between }f(t)

and £(i:) » we can say that the Hasse Hamiltonian is diesipative pr£

vided that t(i-) , otherwise an arbitrary function of time, vani-

shes asymptotically. This is in agreement with the observations P£

sad by Albrecht ' and Hernandez and Remeud ' when analyzing the

damped motion of quantal wave packets. We can see new that this reji

triction still holds, in spite of the ensemble averaging.

The Kostin Hamiltonian ' is of the general form,

* to2* i a. t * vt *"L\ n iD
U = L . ~i~ __L-v»ii^- Í at- *• r — A ** -/m. _a

As one specializes the wave packet "Q> into one of the following :

a) a Gaussian wave packet; b) a displaced Gaussian wave packet or

coherent state 'or o) a nonstationary oscillator-like wave func-

tion or Gaussdn • ', we get the same friqtional potential, namely ,
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where %o A and Q\ are the fluctuations of a minimum-uncertainty

wave-packet, constrained by

and fulfill the equations of motion,

i r. -

A

We observe that if the density 0 is built up of coherent states,

all of them possessing the same quantal fluctuations 7C^ , f>. , (To ,

the second moments in the mapped representation, will coincide with

these quantal ones at "t a O t i.e., when the distribution is cons-

tructed. However, aa soon as the stochastic force is allowed to act,

or more explicitly, for t ^ 'ZTcbrr where tc**^ denotes the durâ

tion of the interaction, the original phase coherence between the

pure state components of the phaee space distribution is destroyed.

Thus, the statistical /luctuations X » <P and <T depart from

the quantal ones Xo , f>9 and Cl and follow, their own equations

of motion, characterized by the presence of the diffusion term

in
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(5.8 Gl)

The discussion of section 3 regarding the existence

of asymptotic solutions does not apply straighforu/ardly due to the

presence of the nonlinear term in eq. (5.8b). However, inspection

of these equation shows that while I/Cm* % "=• O requires G-t

to vanish, the next condition Jun* f> -mo demands i"(w) to vanish

too, just like in the general case. If this happens, we find, as

well as when Hasse's Hamiltonian is concerned,

Xst =

where U&i is related to the thermal energy through eqs. (2.8),

(3.9) and (3.10).
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6. Summary

In this work ute have undertaken a study of generally

zed quadratic Hamiltonians, devised to simulate the interaction

between a harmonic oscillator, possibly time-dependent, and a heat

bath. The coupling is parametrized in the Hamiltonian via the coe£

ficients Mack , Hf , n* (see eq. (2. ll))and a stochastic fojr

ce F(i) is explicitly displayed in a linear term -YU)x F(t) .

This representation of the generator of evolution of the TDHO is

capable of including more realistic environments, namely those with

a temperature T larger than zero, in contrast to what is usually

done in current studies of damped wave packet motion ' ' '.

The evolution of the TDHO is investigated by resort

to a mapping procedure ' that converts the Liouville equation into

a Fokker-Planck one for the distribution 3? (,**# ^ 't ) in the space

of c-numbers 0t* t c( . This trick permits an easy calculation of

equations of motion for operator averages such asx,t> and their flu£

tuations. The picture is complemented with the assumption of Mark£

vian regime, namely, the duration of each interaction is supposed

to be much shorter than the elapsed time between two consecutive

collisions affecting the oscillator and the bath particles. This is

mathematically reflected in the appearance of terms proportional to

the correlation of the fluctuating force, < F Í O FW))> OÇ^U'^) t

in the equations of interest. Of course, Fit) prossesses a van-

ishing average < T H ) ^ . Under the form of an effective 'Jiffusion

coefficient d Yd) f the correlation modifies the equations of ev£

lution of the fluctuations (eqs. (2.22)) with respect to their
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quantal counterparts ' • , and, consequently, those for the ^

lator energy E and for the generalized uncertainty relationship

(eqs.(2.24) and (2.27)).

A search for the existence of constant solutions for

the evolution of the first and second moments, that could be rega£

ded as asymptotic equilibrium values, gives rise to a dissipativity

condition. This is formulated as the requirement that the effective

diffusion éX[i) v/anishas for very long times. As a matter.of fact,

this rather strong restriction is a consequence of the special para_

metrization of an open system via a quadratic Hamiltonian with a

stochastic force, that already implies some kind of previous avera£

ing over the variables of the heat bath. Such a condition mould di£

appear, should one undertake a complete treatment of the whole oscil_

lator - plus - reservoir system and perform a reduction of the ir-

relevant variables3»4*19"23?

A special word should be dedicated to the CKH Hamil-

tonian. For this linear parametrization of an oscillator that undejr

goes Brouinian motion, the dissipativity condition cannot be satis-

fied, since the function flh) becomes d , thus nonvanishing

for large times. However, this situation is of little importance

due to the fact that the canonical variables X , £ do not coincide

with the physical ones * and f . For constant oscillator parame

ters the corresponding systems of equations can be explicitly sol-

ved,yielding simple expressions in the u/eak coupling limit. In pa_r

ticular, the uncertainty relationship U is not conserved during
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the evolution, being this conservation a typical feature of the mo

7-9)
tion of wave packets induced by quadratic generators , and decays

towards an equilibrium value consistent with the thermal fluctuations

reflected in the total energy. This is true insofar as the fluctua-

tions of the physical variables are considered, since the solution

of the motion equations give a diverging behaviour for those ass£

ciated to the canonical pair X fZ (eqs. (4.8)).

Finally tue have examined some nonlinear Hamiltonians

whose properties as generators of evolution of wave functions have

5—7 16 17)
been thorougly investigated ' ' . They are characterized by

the presence of the first moments (Hasse Hamiltonians) as well as

the second ones (Kostin Hamiltonian) as parameters. We have assumed

that the extension of these Hamiltonians is to contain the corres-

ponding moments of the distribution in c-number space, in addition

to the inclusion of the stochastic force. It is found that the

presence of the correlation Ô57f) destroys the stationary charac-

ter of the generalized uncertainty relationship U , a typical fea-

ture of quantal evolution. In other words, the stochastic force does

not allow quasistationary oscillator - like wave packets, as those

encountered in refs. »7fiO' to persist for times longer that the in

teraction time,forcing them into thermal equilibrium.

We believe that the present study of effective qua-

dratic Hamiltonians to simulate the evolution of open systems is as

complete as possible. It should be kept in mind that since all these
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Hamiltonians are just parametrizations of the coupling, they re-

main a matter of ambiguity. The most precise treatment of these kind

of systems should rely upon a representation of the universe and

subsequent consistent averaging over the uninteresting variables,

leading to general master equations ' ' '.
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